
 

Two-Consonant Endings 1 

camp pump ask 

lamp bump task 

damp dump mask 

 

and end went 

sand send sent 

band bend bent 

 

just list nest 

must fist best 

bust mist fest 
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Two-Consonant Endings 1 

fast hint hunt 

cast mint want 

last tint punt 

 

ant gasp text 

can’t rasp next 

rant casp  

 

kept wept  

keep weep  
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Sam and His Pet 

Sam wants to get a pet. 

Sam will get a pet to sit on his lap and nap on his 

bed. 

Sam did want a pet pig, but a pet pig will dig a big 

pit. 

Gasp! 

Next, Sam did want a pet hen, but a pet hen will 

hunt bugs. 

Yuck! 

Sam did want a pet ant, but a pet ant can’t last. 

Sad! 

Last, Sam did want a pet fox, but a fox will run and 

run. 

Pam gives Sam a hint, “Get a pet cat.” 

A cat can sit in a lap and nap on a bed. A cat is the 

best pet. 

Sam asks Dad to get a pet cat. 
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Run, Bob, Run! 

Bob is a kid at camp. 

Bob has a cap and sets off on a run. 

Bob runs fast past a log to the end of the dock. 

Next, Bob is up at the top of a hill as fast as a fox. 

Bob runs zig-zag past the nest of a hen, ten men, 

and a cop. 

Bob is hot, damp, and red, but just keeps up his 

run. 

The kid runs to the end and is back at his camp at 

last. 
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Two-Consonant Endings 2 

act  lift elf 

fact gift self 

pact left golf 

 

milk help felt 

silk yelp melt 

 

left elm held 

soft film meld 

 

felt left  

feel leave  
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Jack and His Fox 

Jack is a dog.  

Jack has a soft, felt fox. 

Jack got the fox as a gift. 

Jack can keep his fox on his mat. 

The fox can’t go on the hunt. 

Jack must leave it on his bed. 

Jack will run fast on a log and up a hill,  

but his fox will not. 

Jack will yelp and get a rat,  

but his fox will not. 

Jack will miss his fox,  

but Jack will not weep. 

The hunt will end and Jack will get back to his fox 

and his bed. 
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Camp on the Sand 

Ken and Ted camp in the gulf.  

Ted has a tin can and sits on the soft sand. 

Ted digs in the sand and gets sand in the tin. 

Pat, pat, pat. 

It did not set. It just went back to soft sand. 

“The sand must get wet, Ted.” 

Ted held up the tin can to wet the sand. 

Ted got the sand wet. 

Mix, mix, mix. 

“Tilt the tin, Ted!” 

Dump, dump, dump! 

Ted had a hill of sand. 

Ken is a big help to Ted. 
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Endings 3 

ring rang rung 

sing sang sung 

king bang hung 

 

long hang sink 

pong fang pink 

gong tang rink 

 

sank dunk honk 

rank junk wonk 

tank bunk bonk 
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Ping-Pong Fun 

Is ping-pong fun? Yes, it is. 

Jan can ping-pong with a bang.  

Kim can hit it back. 

If it is fast, Jan will duck.  

If it is not fast, Jan will hit it up. 

The pals sing a song and skip the ping-pong until 

the bell is rung. 

Ding-dong, ding dong! 

A kid rings the bell and runs off. 

The kid jumps in a van. The van honks. 

“It is Mom!” Kim yells. 

Kim must run along. Jan hugs Kim. 

Jan sinks on the pink mat in the den. 

It is best to rest from the ping-pong fun. 
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Sam Meets Ted  

Ted is a kid. Ted runs fast on the sand to get wet. 

Bang! - Ted cuts his leg.  

Ted yells to get help and sinks in the sand.  

Sam runs to get help.  

Sam runs fast to six men. 

“Help, help, help!” Sam sings, but the six men 

hang back. 

Sam huffs and puffs and begs, but the men do not 

run to help Ted. 

At last, Sam gives a sock a nip. Sam held on to the 

sock until the men got up to help Ted. 

In the end, Sam got a bed, a tin of milk to lick, 

and a lot of long, soft pets on his neck and his 

back. 

Ted will keep Sam. 
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Hank's Luck at Camp 

Hank had bad luck at camp. 

A bug bit him and left a big welt on his hand. 

A gust of wind sent Hank’s tent into the pond. 

At dusk, Hank went to hunt on the land. 

The bulb in his lamp was dim and Hank fell into a 

pit! 

Hank’s hand felt bad, his tent was lost, and the 

hunt was a bust! 

Hank wept. 

Hank did his best, but had bad luck at camp. 
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Two-Consonant Beginnings 1 

blast clap flag 

blank class floss 

blend click fled 

blob cliff flip 
 

glad plant sled 

Glen plot slept 

glum plug slid 

gloss plum slump 
 

fled slept  

flee sleep  
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The Blob at Camp 

Glen and I get to camp. 

I plant a flag and set up a tent in the sun. 

Glen plops on his cot. 

The sun sets. 

Glen slips into his bed to sleep. 

I just flip and toss. I can’t sleep! 

I see a blob! It hangs at the end of camp! 

I want to flee! 

I jump up and hit Glen. 

“Get up!” “A blob!” “Help!” 

Glen and I run to the flag to get help. 

I blend into an elm and Glen runs to the cliff at the 

end of camp. 

The blob melts. 

It was not a blob. It was a raft. 

Glen gets back from the cliff and 

I sink into a slump and sleep. 
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Two-Consonant Beginnings 2 

brag crab drag 

bring crack drip 

Brad crib drop 
 

frog grab press 

frost grass prank 

frizz grip print 

Fred grump prop 
 

trip track trunk 

trick truck trim 
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Brad and Fred on a Trip 

 

Brad is set to get in the truck, but Fred just wants 

to sleep. 

To bring Fred on the trip, Brad drags him to the 

truck. 

 

Brad grabs Fred’s bag, but drops in the frost on 

the grass. 

Brad picks up Fred’s big bag and plops it on the 

trunk bed of the truck.  

Fred is not a big help. Fred is a grump. 

Fred huffs and just slumps in the truck. 

Brad is fed up! 

 

At last, Brad and Fred leave.  

Fred sleeps until Brad needs a rest and a drink.  

Brad brings Fred to get grub.  

Brad cracks crabs and Fred cuts into frog legs. 

Brad dunks the frog and crab legs in dip, and it 

drips on his lip.  

Brad brags, “Yum!”  

The trip is fun if Fred is up and not a grump!  
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Two-Consonant Beginnings 3 

scam smog span 

scat smell spin 

skin snap sped 

skip snack spend 

skunk sniff spot 
 

step twin sped 

stick twig speed 

still twist  

stand two  

stem twin  
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Skunks 

 

A skunk is as big as a cat, and the skin of a skunk 

has a soft pelt. 

A skunk sniffs at twigs and sticks to get bugs. 

A grub is a snack for a skunk. 

Skunks can spot a den in a log. 

If a skunk gets mad, it will stand still on a spot. 

Next, the skunk will blast a smog of bad smell from 

its rump! 

You will want to run at a fast speed, but you will 

not want to step in skunk scat! 

Scat smells as bad as skunk smog. 

 

It’s best not to cross a skunk! 
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Three-Consonant Beginnings 

scrap split spring 

scrub splat sprang 

script splint sprint 
 

strip strap strum 

string strand strut 

strong stress struck 
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Suffix -ing 

 

act 

acts 

acting 

 

 

rest 

rests 

resting 

 

spend 

spends 

spending 

hit 

hits 

hitting 

 

step 

steps 

stepping 

split 

splits 

splitting 

 

sing 

sings 

singing 

 

cut 

cuts 

cutting 

 

jump 

jumps 

jumping 
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Helping Brad 

Glen is resting on his camp mat. Fred and Brad 

have left on a trek. 

Glen sees Fred running to him. 

“Help, help!” yells Fred. “Brad struck a stick. 

CRACK! And fell into a wet pit. SPLAT!” 

Glen jumps up and sprints fast to Brad. Brad is 

yelling. The skin on his leg has a deep cut. His leg 

will need a splint. 

Glen and Fred fix a splint and press it to Brad’s leg. 

Brad is strong, but still sobs. 

Glen and Fred help Brad back to camp.  

Glen and Fred pack up the bags to leave camp. 

Next, Glen helps Brad get in the truck.  

The best friends feel sad, but want Brad to get a 

cast and get well. 
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